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Sensing surfaces prepared by atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharge
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Colorimetric sensors are based on two fundamental requirements. The

chemo-responsive dye must contain a centre that interacts strongly with analytes,

which implies strong chemical interactions between molecules, rather than simple

physical adsorption. The interaction centre must also be strongly coupled to an intense

chromophore. Sensing molecules, such as porphyrin chromophores change colour in

either reflected or absorbed light, upon changes in their chemical environment. In

recent years anchoring metalloporphyrins to a matrix has found a lot of interest. The

composite films formed are able to keep the sensing molecules in the matrix while

allowing the diffusion of VOCs to be detected through its pores. The embedment of the

porphyrins into a suitable matrix has also been reported to reduce the problems

associated with aggregation, increase the detection sensitivity and the thermal and

mechanical stability of the sensor. Numerous techniques including sublimation or

evaporation deposition, Langmuir–Blodgett deposition, spin-coating have been

reported during these last five years. Also, some studies have focused on the sol–gel

formation of polymer membranes for immobilizing metalloporphyrins. Recently,

glow-discharge induced sublimation has been used to deposited Fe(TPP)Cl (iron

tetraphenylporphyrin chloride) molecules, highlighting the possibility to deposit

porphyrins thin films by means of a plasma based technique without altering the

sensing properties of the molecules.

We prepared colorimetric sensing surfaces by the atmospheric pressure dielectric

barrier discharge (AP-DBD) co-deposition of a siloxane precursor and metalloporphyrin

molecules. The porphyrin particles were embedded into a transparent and porous

plasma polysiloxane film. The stability of the porphyrins under the action of the plasma

treatment was investigated by Raman and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy.

While the dispersion of particles into the polymer matrix was analyzed by scanning

electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and dynamic secondary ion 

mass spectrometry. The sensing properties and colour change of the nanocomposite

coatings were investigated by ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry for different gases.
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